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Self Employed Women's
Association (SEWA)
SEWA is a trade union
registered in 1972. It is an
organization of poor, selfemployed women workers.
These women earn a living
through their own labour or
small businesses. SEWA's
main goals are to organize
women workers for
employment.
SEWA is both an
organization and a
movement. It is actually a
confluence of three
movements: the labour
movement, the cooperative
movement, and the
women's movement, which
has enhanced its character
even further.
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Naya ghar initiative was
started by SEWA after the
Gujarat earthquake of
2001. It was a major
reconstruction effort,
wherein, permanent and
semi-permanent houses
were built. The work got
completed in 2006. During
this initiative, women were
trained in masonry and
carpentry, to help rebuild
their houses. The design of
the houses was also
identified with the help of
the community, of which
women were a major part.
Addressal of the gender
needs was ensured
through the formation of
the naya ghar
committees, which
consisted of seven women
and four men. By the end
of the initiative, there was
a large body of skilled and
semi-skilled workers.
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Diagram 3: Thematic Analysis of SEWA NIRMAN
• Equality of men and women
• Social support
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• Profit base
• Village -based production
• Tools and Equipment
library

• Technical Skills
• Group b ased
(Men and Women)
• Demonstration
• Highly
independent
• Self confident
• Increased
a wareness
• Quality monitoring
• Awareness of
traditional practices
• Aesthetic and
technical accuracy
• Clear Communication
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• Lack of Education
• Irregular orders

8.
9.

Literally meaning 'New House'
SEWA NIRMAN Website
The work that we do, they can do (skilled labour in measurements, moulding etc) but a lot of the work that they do we cannot'
(referring to head loading and mixing of materials and more sharp eye for precision).
This held true of the skill enhancement of the women, and not for the women who were initially trained in naya ghar initiative
We have become strong.
Initially when we wanted go to the SEWA meetings, our families would send us to our natal homes instead. Then two SEWA
women from Radhan pur – Saira ben and Mumtaz ben – went from door-to-door to talk to the families, only then did the
problem got solved.
Initially, when I had to go out for work, my husband would send his two sisters with me, now he doesn't. Now he has no
problem when I want to go out on my own.
We used to stay quiet, but not anymore.
Earlier we did unskilled work, now thanks to SEWA, we have learnt to work and we enjoy our work.
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